Synopsis

Presenting a fully updated resource for Windows Vista that shows you how best to use Group Policy in order to take full advantage of Active Directory and create a managed desktop environment. You’ll learn details about the GPMC, Group Policy troubleshooting techniques, and configuring Group Policy to create a resilient desktop environment. You’ll also discover how to create and manage ADMX files and leverage the Group Policy Central Store as well as deploy Office 2007, Office 2003, and more using Group Policy Software Installation.
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Customer Reviews

This is the 4th edition of this book and I buy every new edition that comes out. This particular edition includes major new updates for Vista, such as ADMX templates. I teach courses on Windows security at SANS and I recommend the latest version of Jeremy’s GPO book at every conference to my attendees. This is one of the few must-have books for Windows network administrators.

If you are anywhere near serious Windows 2003 Server - based network administration, this book must be on your desk! Group Policy management covers a good percentage of the day-to-day Active Directory administrator's work... look no further to learn more about Group Policy. Below is just a small part of the subjects covered in this treasure of the book:* Group Policy functions for all versions of Windows* Group Policy using tools troubleshooting* Securing your Windows Vista and Windows XP desktops via Group Policies* ADMX* Office 2007, Office 2003 deployments* Setting
up roaming and managed desktops between XP and Vista machines* and many more! 5 stars!

Each edition of Jeremy’s book has outdone the other. I’ve read each of them and I continue to learn new things every time I open it. I appreciated the expanded section on Troubleshooting and how to tap into the great new Vista tools to make t-shooting much easier. Vista security management via GP is well documented and I can’t wait to dive in. Real world anecdotes and light-n-fun writing style make for enjoyable reading for a complex and deep subject like GP.
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